
Friendship Bracelet Arrow Pattern
Anleitung No. 2534
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 4 Hours

Friendship bracelets are a great DIY idea to show someone or each other that you like each other. But it's also great fun to
make bracelets simply for yourself. And especially in summer, it's a great it-piece for the wrist or as an anklet. These
bracelets also go perfectly with the trendy boho look! Thin pearl bracelets are also a wonderful addition.

So knoten Sie dieses schöne
Armband:
First select your desired colours from the
embroidery thread set. You will need two threads
of each colour, approx. 1.20 m long. Take all the
threads together and knot them at the end. Now
braid the ribbons to make a plait about 7 cm long.
For ease of working, it is best to stick the braid to
a work surface with some washi tape or other
adhesive tape.

Before you start knotting, sort the threads:

For our pattern, take one thread of each colour
for each side. It is important that the same colour
is on the outside of both sides, next to it again
the same colour and so on. For example, yellow,
apricot, pink, blue - blue, pink, apricot, yellow.

For clarification we explain the knotting process
on our taken thread colours. If you have taken
other colours, you will have to knot them
accordingly.

Start with the yellow thread on the left side. Place
it over the apricot thread and tie two knots. Then
take the yellow thread and tie two knots on the
pink ribbon. Then on the blue thread. Now take
the yellow thread from the right side and repeat
the steps. In the middle, tie both yellow ribbons
with two knots as well.

Now take the left apricot-coloured thread and knot again to the middle, then the right thread and so on. Repeat this process until your bracelet has reached the
desired length. Braid the end again and close it with a knot.

For the beaded bracelet, thread any rocailles onto the rubber cord and knot at the end.

Article number Article name Qty
640503 Bead assortment Rocailles Opaque 1
16276 Rico Design Embroidery thread setPastell 1
394611 Magic-Stretch rubber cord 1

Article information:
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